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Technical Data Sheet 
Sterling-Ht 8532 Stone Installation Instructions 

Kit:  9532-41 (Polished Soapstone)* 
Publish Date: 4/1/2004 
KIT COMPONENTS:     TOOLS REQUIRED: 
3-Top Stones:         None 

(2 Left/Right Stones 6-3/8” x 10-1/16”)  
(1 Top Center Stone 12” x 12”) 

4-Front Stones: (Corner Stones 3-1/2” x 9-1/2”) 
4-Side Stones: (Side Stones 8” x 9”) 

STEEL (shipped on stove) 
2-Side stone clips/heat shields – used to retain the side stones.   

Procedure  
 Note: Always work on a cold stove. Use care in handling stones, and enamel front, to avoid chipping 

and scratching of parts. 
1. Identify and lay out stones based on description above.     
2. Remove cast front from stove by carefully lifting and then pulling bottom toward you, taking care not to 

drag front on ash lip. 

 
Figure 1- Inserting the Side Stones 
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3. Slide right and left hand side stones (8” x 9”) down through slots in top with polished side facing out. Be 
sure to keep the stone back from the corner braces as you slide down the stone to avoid scratching 
and make sliding easier. Install only one stone completely at a time. Do not use one stone to push the 
other (See figure 1). 

 
Figure 2 – Inserting the Front Stones  

4. With polished surface facing out and beveled edge facing the corner brace, place front stones (3-1/2” x 
9-1/2”) into pockets left and right of viewing glass. Bottom stones should fit into a pocket in base and be 
vertical before placing upper front stones. (See figure 2)    

5. Lay top stones into place starting from one side to the other. 

6. Replace the front casting on the stove.  Insert the lip on the top of the front into the retaining slots under 
the top casting before carefully setting the bottom edge of the front into place. 

 
* Follow these instructions for all Sterling-Ht Stone Kits: 

- 9532-63 Aztec Green Marble 
- 9532-53 Autumn Brown Granite  
- 9532-51 Dakota Red Granite 
- 9532-56 Misty Mauve Granite  
- 9532-55 Orion Black Granite  

 


